Hello Kids,

I have another optional idea for you on your way to becoming super spies.

Hugs,

Mrs. Lessman

Spy School/Escape:

Spies have to go through a lot of training in order to be prepared to do their jobs well. Some of the training might be familiar to them, but some of the training will require them to learn something new and work on new skills. You mission this week, should you choose to accept it, is to learn a new skill. This could be a new skill related to a hobby you already enjoy or you could work on learning something completely new. I have included a list of ideas to get you thinking, but you may choose whatever is of interest to you. Send me a photo if you like. My email is mindy.lessman@thompsonschools.org

New Skill Ideas
Learn phrases in another language
Knitting or some type of needlework
Cooking or baking
Sports
Board or tabletop games
Origami
Making notecards/writing letters